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Free Essay: Technology is great in so many ways. Internet privacy and security may be different but share a
responsibility, but it is up to us to take personal responsibility to protect ourselves on . Writing blogs, uploading posts,
comments.

Poindexter, However, the internet privacy includes the personal information on the internet. The list goes on
and on. AOL's system is one example. It is becoming more and more of a hot topic to people. Although the
Internet can be fun and is convenient in many ways, there are many dangers associated with it. One must
accept all features or delete existing Google accounts. Essay Topic: Internet , Privacy Sorry, but copying text
is forbidden on this website! There are more reasons to want to protect your privacy than can be named. All
servers are stationed in Germany, a plus considering the German legislation tends to respect privacy rights
better than many other European countries. This is the first step in being aware of your privacy because you go
through the process in signing up with an Internet Service Provider ISP Many businesses hire professionals to
take care of these issues, but most individuals can only do their best to learn about all this. This new policy
will change the following for its users: 1 the privacy policy will become shorter and easier to comprehend and
2 the information that users provide will be used in more ways than it is presently being used. Although the
Internet can be fun and is convenient in many ways, there are many dangers associated with it. This is
alarming privacy advocates. Illicit romances and online flirting may be taken beyond laptops, ruining
relationships and destroying marriages. This increases loopholes for cyber criminals. It has the ability to store
cookies in over ten types of storage mechanisms so that once they are on one's computer they will never be
gone. However, technological advances are making it increasingly difficult for individuals to determine when
they can and cannot expect privacy, and what degree of privacy they can expect Another function of search
engines is the predictability of location. Your webmail is less under your control than it would be if you
downloaded your mail to your computer. Your financial accounts are on remote websites protected only by
passwords; your credit history is collected, stored, and sold by companies you don't even know exist. Did you
know that from the internet scams rose from , per year to nearly , per year Internet Scam Statistics. This loss of
control over our data has other effects, too. Introduction Privacy from governments has been under assault
increasing amounts in the last years. Privacy and Security are both equally important, to internet use. New
laws that would increase internet privacy and, limit hackers would halt the internets growth and development.
The FBI now has the ability to monitor email through a network snooping scheme known as "Carnivore"i. It
directs the internet traffic through multiple relays. But what these people are not aware of is that the Internet is
collecting information about them. None of the other carriers keep texts of messages at all, but they keep a
record of who texted who for over a year. How about having the feeling like some one is following you home
from school? Facebook, Twitter, Linkedin and many others have provided the public with means of
communication. They want to know that their personal information stays personal, and out of reach of other
people. The internet and email has been the main force, for it provides people from all over the world the
ability to communicate and learn about each other This essay presents a discussion of internet privacy and how
online users fall victims due to increased vulnerability of online security. And the sender's ISP. Such privacy
issues come as a result of negligence by the users or website developers who do not comply with the
regulations and standards that curb privacy violation. There are various social networking websites e. In their
email inbox, threats include email scams and attachments that get them to install malware and disclose
personal information. Most people would immediately state that they would feel violated, stripped of their
individuality. Certainly, only you have access to your e-mail.


